With the increasing growth of technology and the emergence of various industries, numerous manufacturers have entered this field. In today's world, sellers and manufacturers find themselves among a vast number of competitors. Therefore, they need to adopt a variety of policies and strategies for their own survival and profitability. Companies should identify their customers' needs and adopt their own policies based on customers' purchase behaviors. To this end, attempts have been made to identify the customer choice model since the past decades. These models aim at modeling and predicting customer choice among several brands. Traditional models were of interest for many years and these methods were frequently used with the advent of artificial intelligence and machine learning systems. They could demonstrate very good results. In this study, it has been attempted to present a new method for the modeling and prediction of customer choice in the market using the combination of artificial intelligence and data mining. Indeed, the new model is to be applied in helping managers with decision-making. Hence, probabilistic neural networks have been combined with artificial bee colony algorithm.
researchers tend to use a hybrid model for prediction and classification within the scope of their work (4) .
The employment of artificial intelligence in the field customer choice modeling has received unprecedented attention and a large number of studies have been carried out in this area. As an example, one may refer to Suh, et al.'s hybrid model, which resulted from the combination of artificial neural networks and Logit model (5) .
The study of consumer choice has revealed artificial neural networks as suitable models for this purpose. Similarly, it has been found that probabilistic neural networks (henceforth referred to as PNN) outperform back propagation neural networks. Therefore, PNNs have been used for customer choice modeling in this study. The study showed that PNNs are so advantageous to neural networks that Gan, et al. used it for customer choice. They compared it with neural networks and concluded that PNNs may outweigh them (4) . In addition, different algorithms have been used for neural network training; however, bee colony algorithm has not been used for neural network training in the scope of customer choice. Therefore, it was decided to use the combination of PNN and bee colony algorithm in customer choice domain.
The advantages of PNNs to neural networks are listed below.
1-PNNs are much faster than perceptron neural networks.
2-PNNs are more accurate than perceptron neural networks.
3-PNNs are relatively insensitive to outliers.
4-PNNs predict the probability of exact goals.
The only drawback of PNNs is that they need to have a very long memory. Indeed, one the main advantages of PNNs is that they act much faster than back propagation algorithm in problems in such a way that the back propagation algorithm time is a significant fraction of the total calculation time. In waves' Hull-to-Emitter Correlation, which has been conducted by Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC), PNN accurately identified the bodies. Marchette & Preibe explained the problem and classification results using back-propagation algorithm and traditional techniques. Maloney described the results of using PNN on the same dataset. The dataset contained 113 reports on emitting waves with three continuous input parameters for each. PNN output has increased classification accuracy to 89%. Since the author has used the same dataset, it took .7 second to run PNN with 85% accuracy. Compared to back-propagation algorithm with 82% accuracy, the results showed that the speed promotion is about 200,000 times in PNN. (6) Bee colony algorithm is an optimization method that has the ability to find the optimal solution with relatively low computational requirements. (7) Karaboga & Basturk in 2007 and Karaboga & Akay in 2009 used bee colony algorithm to optimize some multi-dimensional numerical problems. They compared the obtained results with those of famous evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, and innovative algorithm. Indeed, bee colony algorithm was found to have better performance than other algorithms.
The advantages of using bee colony algorithm to other methods include the enjoyment of memory, local searches, and solution mechanism improvement and, thereby, this algorithm can be effective in finding the optimal solution with high quality. Bee colony algorithm can be optimized to provide a trade-off between performance and complexity of optimization. (8, 9) In this study, a new hybrid approach was developed using probabilistic neural networks and bee colony algorithm to find the optimal standard deviation in artificial neural networks and to predict customer choice in the market. In comparison with hybrid neural network models with genetic algorithms, etc., the proposed model has such advantages as higher accuracy, insensitivity to outliers, a smaller number of control parameters. In this regard, a case study is undertaken in order to test the proposed model and measure its modeling and predictive power.
In this study, the training dataset will be held constant at the first stage of the "choice model", but the network design changes from the standard model of neural network with back propagation training into a hybrid of probabilistic neural network and bee colony algorithm. All the networks are optimized to predict customer choice.
In the second stage, price sensitivity analysis was performed to demonstrate the usability and applicability of the PNN-ABC model.
2-PNN application in marketing and customer choice modeling
Neural network usually classify models on the basis of samples. Various neural networks apply different learning rules, determine patterns through training samples, and then categorize new patterns based on the obtained results. The common methods, such as back-propagation training model use innovative approaches to explore statistical categories. Innovative methods usually involve many small corrections in system parameters that ultimately improve the system performance. In addition to the above calculations for training, it can be shown that the gradual adaptation of back-propagation method is susceptible to wrong optimal acceptance. A classification method has come into existence based on statistical rules to improve this method.
Although probabilistic neural network entails a structure similar to that of back-propagation network, the main difference between the two networks lies in that PNN has an activation statistical function and other unique features. For instance, PNN asymptotically approaches the Bayes optimal level under simple and clear conditions of decision-making boundaries. (6) The following is a brief description of PNN.
2-1-Structure of probabilistic neural networks
PNNs consist of three layers of nodes. Since their training occurs in a path instead of a few numerical values per training vector, they are quickly learned. Probabilistic neural networks estimate the probability density functions of each category based on training samples. Figure 2-1 shows the structure of PNNs, which identify K classes. Probabilistic neural network can be extended to any number of categories.
The input layer contains N nodes: there is one node for each input feature of the input vector.
Each feature input node is connected to all nodes in the latent layer; therefore, all the latent nodes fully receive the eigenvector.
Hidden nodes are divided into groups, that is, one group for each of the K categories. These groups are associated with eigenvectors in k-th class (here, there is a Gaussian function for each eigenvector). All Gaussian functions in the same category send the category of their values to one node in the output layer. Thus, there will be the number of K output nodes. 
2-1-1-Probabilistic neural network performance
In the output node for class K, all Gaussian values of category K gather together and the total is scaled. Since the magnitude of probability is unique under the total function, the total appears as the probability density function. Here special symbols are used for clarity. P represents the eigenvectors of category 1, i.e. { ( ): = 1, … , } and Q represents the eigenvectors of category 2, i.e. { ( ): = 1, … , }. In the hidden layer, node P is placed in category 1 and Q lies in category 2.
Gaussian equations focused on the points of both categories 1 and 2, x (p) and y (q) are shown in vectors 2-1 and 2-2 for each input vector where N denotes the number of vectors:
σ values can be considered as half the size of the mean distances among the eigenvectors in the same group or they can be considered as half the distance of the sample with the nearest sample vector in each sample. The sum of the K-th node, which is obtained from the hidden nodes in the K-th group, is referred to as Parzen and/or Gaussian windows. The sums are defined through equations 2-3 and 2-4 as follows:
Here, x is the input eigenvector; σ represents extension parameters (standard deviation) for and the maximum values of the two functions determine the output class. For problems with more than two classes, the same process is at play. Here there are no repetition and weight calculations (10) . For more information about probabilistic neural networks, readers are welcomed to refer to SPECT 1990 (10).
2-2-PNN Application in marketing and customer choice model
Probabilistic neural networks have been used in numerous studies in the field of marketing as mentioned in The following is a brief description of the bee colony algorithm: The ABC algorithm changes a parameter that has been selected randomly and leaves the other parameters unchanged in order to determine the neighborhood of the food position.
In other words, the sum of the current parameter and the numerical uniform parameter from the interval [-1 to 1] and also the difference between the selected parameter value and the random parameter value determine the neighboring position of the food source. Equation 3-2 clearly
shows it as follows:
In equation 3-2, both parameters are the members of {1,2, ..., } and ≠ .
Moreover, Φ factor represents a random value between 1 and -1 and ∈ {1, 2, … , }. In other words, is the j-th parameter of solution , which has been selected to be changed. Here is the new candidate's position for food source, which is obtained according to the formula.
When food position is discarded, the employed bee becomes a scout. Then, the scout creates an entirely new food position using equation 3-3:
This equation is used for each parameter j and Φ is a random value within the range of 1 and -1.
If the parameter value (obtained using equation 2-7 or 7-2) exceeds the predetermined limit, the parameter can be considered as an acceptable value. (20, 21) Clearly, employed bees and onlookers select the new food source based on the neighborhood, visual information, and the comparison of food sources with each other. However, scouts search for food sources without and guidance and discover a completely new source. In the case of artificial bees, scouts can have high speed possible solution discoveries. (8) Parameter setting in meta-heuristic optimization algorithms obviously affects the algorithm performance. Divergence, entrapment in local extremum, and time consumption are the consequences of inappropriate parameter setting. ABC algorithm has the advantage of having a low number of control parameters. ABC algorithm is not dependent on the initial population because its initialization is sometimes heavy with the feasible region at random. In return, its performance effectively directs the population to the feasible region. (22) For more information on the neural network training by bee colony algorithm, readers are referred to . (19) 
3-2-Application of ABC algorithm in neural network training
Bee colony algorithm has been used in numerous articles on in neural network training, which is presented They showed that this hybrid method acts better than fuzzy neural method, neural network, curve points, and differential evolution and enjoys higher accuracy (28). In this model, probabilistic neural networks have been used to model and predict consumer choice in the market, but with the difference that it has been tried to find the best variance for classes. For this purpose, bee colony algorithm has been applied. The model steps are as follows.
First step: data entry
At this step, the required data of the problem is entered. It should be noted that the data must be suitable and free of any distorted data. The maximum value of the above equation is considered as the superior answer. At this step, the initial σ is applied in probabilistic neural network. The value of fitness function for new answers is calculated.
Second step: creation of a random population

Sixth step: greedy selection
Greedy selection is conducted between and . If the fitness function is better than , it will be selected and will replace . The fitness function should be compared with the 10 initial positions; otherwise, a new food source is created similar to the method mentioned in the previous step.
If all the observer bees (onlookers) have not been distributed, the algorithm will be transferred to the seventh step and if they have been distributed, the algorithm will be transferred to the tenth step.
Seventh step: Calculation of values for positions
P , probability, is calculated according to the equation 4-2. This probability actually represents the possibility of a position selection by the onlooker bees. (In fact, P is the nectar of the food source in the main algorithm is the situation. The more the nectar, the greater the likelihood that the onlooker bees go to that position.)
The number of 10 food sources has been considered in this case study.
Eighth step: positioning with the highest value
As it was mentioned above, the position with a higher contains more nectar. In other words, this is the best position in real problems and is closer to the optimal solution.
Ninth step: change of the determined position of
The onlooker creates a new position in the neighborhood of point .
Tenth step: reaching the value of limit
All the above steps are repeated to achieve the best answer or ultimate iterations. If the value of limit was not achieved and the best answer was obtained: In this case, X would be selected as the best food position when the number of cycles has been finished. In addition, the algorithm will return to the fourth step when the number of cycles has not been finished.
If it reached the value of limit, an answer higher the limit (it equals 100 in the present case study) was repeated, and no improvement occurred; then, the algorithm progresses to the eleventh step.
(The parameter's value of limit has been obtained by the user based on trial and error method.)
Eleventh step: creation of a new food position using equation 4-4
In this step, a new answer is created by scouts according to the equation 4-4.
(Equation 4-4)
( ) = min + (max − )
Twelfth step: calculation of fitness function for new food positions
In this step, the values of fitness function for new positions are assessed and examined. The best position is kept in memory and the above steps are repeated until the optimal solution is achieved.
4-1-Schematic view of the model
In Figure 4 -1 below, the proposed model is presented in the form of a flowchart.
4-2-Comparison of the model with other models
In this section, the hybrid model of probabilistic Neural Network and artificial bee colony algorithm is compared with other conventional models in predicting and modeling customer choice.
Logit models are traditionally used for the customer choice problem. Even, some scholars use these methods for the modeling and prediction of consumer behavior. As it was mentioned above, the most important constraint of the logit function a linear form of the profit function which is used to calculate the probability or odds ratio of make a particular decision. This method requires 1-Recursive algorithm search process is based on a point-to-point model which is inherently convergent to local extremum. Therefore, the trained neural network with recursive backpropagation algorithm usually leads to erroneous optimization in the convergence process.
2-Recursive back-propagation algorithm can lead to temporary instability. This is due to the network proneness to forgetting what has been learned in the past. Indeed, the node weights are updated after the beginning of each course.
3-The node weights are set proportional to the node outputs and the inputs are transformed using non-linear cyclic function. Accordingly, the neural network may undergo some inability when the nodes weight move to higher levels.  Evolutionary optimization algorithms are not dependent on a specific structure of the network and, thereby, they are applicable to any defined structure.
Bee colony algorithm is an optimization tool with the ability to find the optimal solution with relatively low computational requirements. (7) Bee colony algorithm is one of the evolutionary algorithms, which has a simple concept and easy implementation, and contains fewer control parameters.
ABC algorithm consists of three control parameters, including the number of colony members, the value of limit, and the maximum cycle number (MCN). Colony members include an equal number of employed bees and onlookers. In fact, the positions created in the beginning of the algorithm should be set to be equal to the number of employed bees. However, when the initial population parameter is determined by the user for the first time, the value of limit will be easily calculated. Therefore ABC algorithm contains two parameters that must be set: initial population values and MCN.
5-Case study of PNN-ABC hybrid model
5-1-Data
In this section, same data as those used by Kalwani , et For an in-depth discussion of model's independent variables including their theoretical foundations and other informations, the reader is referred to Guadagni and Little (35) The data should be normal to implement the models. To this end, all the data should lie in the range [0, 1] so that all the data can be placed in the same range. Indeed, the effects of the data in a larger range may exceed the limit. For this purpose, the datum of each Eigen has been divided by the largest amount of data in that Eigen and the processing operation of the data is done.
5-2-First stage: customer choice
Since the problem consists of 7 independent variables and 6 choice modes for each customer, there is the number of 42 input nodes. Agrawal et al.; and Fish, et al. could obtain a hidden layer with 11 nodes through the optimization of the process. Furthermore, the number of hidden nodes is equal to the selected options, that is, 6. With the modeling and implementation of this network structure, the number of 626 errors was obtained after 1500 iterations among the 1236 test data.
In neural networks, the model accuracy and complexity increase and computing speed comes down in parallel with increasing the number of hidden layers. Thus, a neural network with two hidden layers was built so that accuracy would increase. In this way, the number of errors reached 539 in the 1500-th iteration.
Since the problem contains 7 independent variables and 6 selection states for each customer, there will be the number of 42 input nodes for PNNs. The next layer in the PNN is the one in which all the 42 input nodes are connected to the 1564 data of the problem and the 1564 data are divided into 6 classes (this problem has 6 output nodes). Then, there exist the total units of each group and, at the end, the group with the highest aggregate is chosen.
The PNN network has 522 errors after modeling. The PNN has been used for the hybrid model because the number of errors is lower than that of feed-forward multilayer neural network with recursive back-propagation training and the computing speed is also higher.
In the next stage, the neural network containing 42 input nodes, 11 hidden nodes, and 6 output nodes is trained by the genetic algorithm to determine the pertaining weights. Although ABC algorithm has three parameters that must be set, when the CS parameter is determined by the user for the first time, the value of limit is easily calculated. As a result, ABC algorithm comes out with two parameters that must be set: CS and MCN values.
Here, the number of CS has been considered equal to 20. Thus, an initial population equal to 10 is created (the initial population is equal to the number of the employed bees). In addition, MCN is considered equal to 1458.
For the conduct of this experiment, the data are subdivided into three categories of training data, validation data, and holdout data.
Validation data have been used since they direct the algorithm towards better responses when implemented. To this end, 20% of the training data has been dedicated to the validation set, which is almost equal to 313 samples. The number of 391 errors occurred in iteration 1458 after running the model.
This shows that the proposed model has the lowest number of errors among the 5 abovementioned models and also enjoys higher speed and accuracy. In Table 5 -2, the number of errors in customer choice prediction is presented in the holdout set of various models. 
5-2-1-Comparison of classifiers based on the overall accuracy of each model
In this section, the models are assessed based on their prediction accuracy as listed in Table 5 -3. As it can be observed in the table, PNN-ABC model is more accurate in predicting customer choice. Therefore, it can be argued that this model can be used as a tool to account for the marketing policies.
5-2-1-2-Comparison of the models based on prediction accuracy of individual classes
For the comparison of the models based on prediction accuracy of the individual classes, the number of properly categorized samples is divided by the total number of samples pertaining to that class. The obtained answer is considered as the classification accuracy for each class. The results of accuracy calculation of classes are presented in Tables 5-4 , 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7 for each of the models. By correctly predicted samples, it is meant that these data, for example, have belonged to category 1-1 (1) and they have then been correctly predicted in this category. On the other hand, the misclassified model samples refer to the situation wherein the data, for example, have belonged to category 1-1 (1), but they have then been predicted in other classes by mistake.
Since the neural network model with one hidden layer has shown weaker results compared to the neural network model with two hidden layers, the analyses pertinent to this model are not presented in the following. In Figure 5 -1, the models' ability to correctly place the samples in classes has been examined. As it can be observed, the ABC-PNN model has the highest efficiency in the correct classification of the samples compared to other models. This model has taken up the highest accuracy in all categories other than the fourth one. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed model is more accurate than the other models in classification and the model can be used for classification. reduced from each of the six brand-size options in terms of price, respectively. In this way, the application of the proposed model is examined in terms of marketing and pricing. In Table 5 -8, the price sensitivity analysis results obtained for each brand-size option are presented. In each of these columns, the number of customers who opt for this option due to the price change is given. reduced from each of the six brand-size options in terms of price, respectively. In this way, the application of the proposed model is examined in terms of marketing and pricing. In Table 5 -8, the price sensitivity analysis results obtained for each brand-size option are presented. In each of these columns, the number of customers who opt for this option due to the price change is given. reduced from each of the six brand-size options in terms of price, respectively. In this way, the application of the proposed model is examined in terms of marketing and pricing. In Table 5 -8, the price sensitivity analysis results obtained for each brand-size option are presented. In each of these columns, the number of customers who opt for this option due to the price change is given. The results are shown in Figure 5 -2. As it is observed in the figure, PNN-ABC model displays a true predictability using price sensitivity analysis. In other words, there is an inverse relation between price and the number of customers, which means that the number of customers is reduced with rising prices and vice versa. Accordingly, it can be concluded that PNN-ABC model can be used as a strategic tool for the adoption of marketing policies and it can be offered to managers as the simulator of market reactions. 
6-CONCLUSION
The typical structure of feed-forward neural network for this problem is very complex and it does not operate satisfactorily, as well. In this study, it was indicated that PNN outperforms the standard structure of feed-forward neural network both in speed and accuracy. Hence, probabilistic neural network was used in this study. Then, such models as standard feed-forward neural network, neural network with two hidden layers, probabilistic neural network, neural network trained with genetic algorithm, and probabilistic neural network trained with bee colony algorithm were implemented using the data pertaining to market coffee. The results showed that PNN-ABC is superior to all models in terms of accuracy and speed, which means that it shows fewer errors in shorter time. Those managers and planners dealing with a greater number and volume of data are recommended to assign credit to the models with a simpler structure, high accuracy, and high speed. Therefore, PNN-ABC model is very suitable for this purpose.
It is noteworthy that all the models were compared with each other based on prediction accuracy of individual classes to ensure the superior performance of the proposed model. For this purpose, the correctly classified samples were divided by the total number of samples of that class and the resulting answer has been regarded as the classification accuracy for each class. As per the results, it was proved that PNN-ABC model is more accurate than other models and, thereby, this model can be used for classification problems.
Finally, price sensitivity analysis was performed on the proposed model to demonstrate its applicability. The results of the analysis showed that PNN-ABC model would demonstrate a correct predictability.
Based on the studies conducted in this area and the obtained results, it can be concluded that the new hybrid PNN-ABC model can be used as a strategic tool for managers and decision-makers to determine the exact marketing policies and it can act as the simulator of market reactions.
